
[Music]

oh

first of all let me just disclosure

this video is not for children this

video is not for kids this video is

about a sex

toy so yeah let me just put that out

there

what's up diabetes i'm doubt and i'm

back with another video period if you're

new here welcome

make sure you hit that subscribe button

if you're returning welcome back and as

y'all can see by the title i'm about to

be doing a review on

the rose baby the rose

i just want to say baby

when aretha franklin said a rose

it's still a rose darling you hold the

power

baby y'all see this she hold the power

period all right let's just get to the



review so first of all

i'm gonna show y'all how you charge it

i'm just gonna cuz i know i'm gonna get

some comments that say how you charge it

do i come with a charger

y'all know how i go y'all know how i go

so boom this is the charger

and it's like a magnet it got two little

dots at the bottom

and boom you just connect it it's a

magnet and a charge

just like that pretty simple and just

plug it in

okay okay

i'm not even gonna lie to y'all at first

i ordered this rose like three months

ago

i'm not gonna lie it's been sitting in

my closet since

and i'm like it can't be it can't be

what they saying

like it can't be all that so i never



used it but today

i had just thought about it so i put it

on the charger and i put it on the

charger this morning

and it's about what six o'clock right

now and i'm like you know what let me

see

what it do so i just use this so this is

like a

just got done using it i used it like 30

minutes ago so this is like a fresh

review like coming straight to you

breaking news type of video

so it's 10 speeds on here they got

10 speeds y'all yes 10 different speeds

baby let me let me cut it off

it gave what it was supposed to give

it gave what it was supposed to give

when i tell you

about a minute and a half maybe

it's it's it's worth it

it's worth it i think it's about i can't



remember because like i told you i

ordered this like three months ago i

think it was about

50 maybe 58 i can't remember but i got

it off amazon

and i got it off amazon and i will link

it in the description box below because

i just feel like

this right here is perfect for beginners

i know a lot of people be like i don't

like sex toys i don't use sex toys

i don't know how to use a sex toy baby

this right here

is very simple to use very easy you only

need

maybe one and a half minutes out your

day to use this

before you use it let me just tell you

what you need

of course you need this make sure she

charged up real good

and you need a tile or something to lay



or something to lay on top of your

mattress i'll say a towel because

you don't know what your body is going

to do

when you use this

i had no idea

that i was gonna have to wash my sheets

when i got done because

it was like a puddle and i didn't expect

it to be there i just thought i was just

gonna

have an orgasm and that was it but no

baby

you will

i don't even i don't even feel like i

could put in words

how this little thing right here

just had me feeling like

if you're single if you're in a

relationship

if you want to spice it up if you've

never used a sex toy before



if you're not experienced with using sex

toys or if you just

bored what it is

what it is regardless of what situation

you in

whether you got a partner you don't got

a partner you feel like you don't need

it baby

i don't care how good your sex life is

baby

order this what it is this is not a

sponsored video

i'm not getting paid to say none of this

this is the real deal coming straight to

y'all from me yeah i know i ain't gonna

lie to y'all period i wanted to try out

all 10 speeds

but it didn't work out like that

baby i tried the first speed

yes i know and before i knew it

i was done i was done and then i was

just staring at this



little thing like this how

how how are you capable

of just doing that

like so fast i recommend this

all i can say is y'all got to try it

yourself to feel what i'm saying because

i've watched reviews

this was viral on facebook for a long

time

and people was like really going crazy

over this and i'm just like

it ain't it ain't all that i'm pretty

sure it's not all that it can't be

ordered

but it gave

what it was supposed to give and more

um yeah

i mean this thing has been in my closet

for three months and i just can't

believe i slept

i was sleeping on this

go get your one go get your one cause i



can't even

i want y'all to go get y'all one and

come back to this video

matter of fact make a video about your

review because baby

this right here this was worth every

penny it's simple to use you just put

your click

in that little hole y'all see that hole

right there you put your clip right

there

and you find the speed you want

and within a minute and a half

maybe maybe two minutes

you're gonna be like what the because i

i just

knew like y'all know how to internet

hype stuff up so i'm like dude they just

hyping it up because that's what the

internet do

but nah they're not lying they're not

lying



now i have seen somebody had a blue one

somebody had a purple one i don't know i

just know

i got the red one and baby this

this gave everything it was supposed to

give it more

like i i just felt like

after i used this i felt like a new one

man like i felt like it was a new day

like a start of a new day

so if you having a rough day a bad day a

long day you need a break you need to

restart

baby pull this out

use this after you use it go to the

bathroom take your shower

clean up do what you got to do because

baby you're going to have to clean up

because it's going to be a mess i

guarantee you it's going to be a mess

even if you got like a little drop going

on down there



baby it's going to be a mess it's not

going to be a drought anymore i

guarantee you that yeah use this

and your day just restart it feel like a

whole like when i got done my job it's

about

five o'clock right now like i said it

was about 20-30 minutes since i used it

it felt like a new day i feel like a new

woman like

good morning how y'all doing

i think i'm gonna use this

before i go to work in the morning just

to see how good of a day i have i just

gotta remind myself to get up about five

minutes early

but yeah i recommend this rose

to anybody and everybody

that's over the age of 17 18 i don't

know what the legal age is with sex toys

but

i recommend y'all order this because



baby

if you ain't never had an orgasm from

this

you missing out period like my sex life

is good i have a great sex life but babe

this right here

this right here

whoo baby

on this color one to ten this is

definitely a 10

like this is a 10 it gave what it was

supposed to give

and guess what y'all it's waterproof so

you could take it in the bathroom with

you to do what you got to do

and then it don't take long to use like

i said maybe a minute a minute and a

half and boom bam

you done just like that now the clean up

part

might take a little longer because like

i said if you don't put a towel down



you'll be looking stupid like me with a

big old puddle in the middle of your bed

so now you got to wash your sheets and

that wasn't part of the plans today

but anyways other than that

yeah order y'all one i will link it down

below

that is it for this video you guys i

just want y'all to try it

if you try it comment down below and let

me know how was your experience because

i can't even put into words

how this little rose has so much power

like this thing is

powerful i don't

i don't know but baby try this

go go buy y'all one it's worth it it's

worth every penny

go buy you one go buy you one

so that is it for this video you guys

just a quick straight to the point

review on the rose



i i'm still in shock because i am the

queen of sex toys i'm not about to lie

to y'all

but this right here

this the one if you don't like

penetration if you don't like stuff

inside of you

baby go get her

go get her right now period

that is it for this video and as always

batches in a bag bring them to the front

period i see my next video bye


